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ABSTRACT: The direct production of branched semiconductor
arrays with highly ordered orientation has proven to be a
considerable challenge over the last two decades. Here we report a
mesoporous interfacial atomic rearrangement (MIAR) method to
directly produce highly crystalline, finger-like branched iron oxide
nanoarrays from the mesoporous nanopyramids. This method has
excellent versatility and flexibility for heteroatom doping of metallic
elements, including Sn, Bi, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, and W, in which
the mesoporous nanopyramids first absorb guest-doping molecules
into the mesoporous channels and then convert the mesoporous pyramids into branching artificial nanofingers. The crystalline
structure can provide more optoelectronic active sites of the nanofingers by interfacial atomic rearrangements of doping
molecules and mesopore channels at the porous solid−solid interface. As a proof-of-concept, the Sn-doped Fe2O3 artificial
nanofingers (ANFs) exhibit a high photocurrent density of ∼1.26 mA/cm2, ∼5.25-fold of the pristine mesoporous Fe2O3
nanopyramid arrays. Furthermore, with surface chemical functionalization, the Sn-doped ANF biointerfaces allow nanomolar
level recognition of metabolism-related biomolecules (∼5 nm for glutathione). This MIAR method suggests a new growth means
of branched mesostructures, with enhanced optoelectronic applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

The stretching of one-dimensional (1D) human fingers and the
separation of individual fingers provide directional outreach and
large surface area for sensing changes in the external
environment.1 Thus, material structures that mimic human
fingers can be substantially beneficial for effective light
harvesting and charge transport, while at the same time can
provide a large interface for surface chemical reactions, in an
analogy to the stretching and extending of green plants for
sunlight-based photosynthesis.2 Over the past two decades,
micro/nanomaterial arrays with a desired morphology, such as
nanowire,3,4 nanotube,5,6 nanoribbon,7−9 nanocone,10−12 nano-
antenna,13 nanorod/nanopillar,14,15 nanopore,16−18 nano-
dome,19 nanopyramid,20 and nanoantenna21,22 arrays, have
drawn much attention as their extraordinary optoelectronic
properties.23 To date, branched nanostructures fabricated by
different top-down and bottom-up methods, such as metal-
catalyzed vapor−liquid−solid (VLS) growth,24−28 screw
dislocation driven growth,29−31 and zinc-blende/wurtzite
stacking faults,32,33 represent similar advantages to the finger
structures. Nonetheless, the crystalline of branches often leads

to different orientations of individual branches,29,30 thus
limiting their signal collection efficiency. The controlled
oriented growth and doping of these nanostructures offer
direct electrical pathways for photogenerated electrons and
increase their transport rate to improve the optoelectric
performance.34,35 To date, the realization of bent and stretched
finger-like nanoarrays, with preferred orientation, controlled
heteroatom doping, and facile synthetic capability, has
remained a considerable challenge.2,34 Here we demonstrate
an artificial nanofinger (ANF) semiconductor produced directly
from highly oriented mesoporous iron oxide pyramid arrays, via
a mesoporous interfacial atomic rearrangement (MIAR)
process. Prussian blue pyramid arrays are first synthesized by
an interfacial hydrolysis and assembly, followed by thermal
annealing to decompose into mesoporous iron oxide pyramid
arrays with high orientation.20 Then the mesoporous nano-
pyramids first absorb guest-doping molecules into the
mesoporous channels and convert the mesoporous pyramids
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into heteroatom-doped branching artificial nanofingers by
further annealing, leading to the formation of oriented, finger-
like structures with single-crystallinity and joints. This route has
excellent versatility and flexibility for heteroatom-doping of
metallic elements, including Sn, Bi, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, and
W. The crystalline structure can provide more optoelectronic
active sites of the nanofingers by interfacial atomic rearrange-
ments of doping guest molecules and mesopore channels at the
porous solid−solid interface. As a proof of concept, the Sn-
doped Fe2O3 ANFs exhibit the high photocurrent density of
∼1.26 mA/cm2 at 0.23 V vs Ag/AgCl, which is ∼5.25 and 2.07-
fold of the pristine pyramids and pristine undoped Fe2O3
ANFs, respectively. Moreover, Sn-doped Fe2O3 ANF−hemin
heterointerface allows for unprecedented nanomolar level (∼5
nm, limit of detection) of capturing and recognition for
glutathione (GSH) that have not yet been demonstrated with
the traditional biointerfaces. This method enables the formation
of branching structures of the materials or heteroatom-doped
structures from mesopore nanoarrays. This approach adds to
the branching structure synthesis toolbox, creating structures
from the interfacial atomic rearrangement paradigm that are
previously impossible to achieve from traditional approaches.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Fabrication of Heteroatom-Doped Artificial
Nanofingers (ANFs). In brief, Prussian blue pyramids with
cubic α-Po type network topology35 are first grown on a flexible
titanium foil and then converted into mesoporous pyramids
through an interfacial pyrolysis process (Figures 1a and S1).20

The color of the Ti film substrates changes from silver white to
deep blue after the synthesis, implying that Prussian blue is
grown on the surface (Figure S2). Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images (Figure 1b,c) show that the Ti
growth substrate is covered by a thin layer of oriented Prussian

blue pyramids, with a thickness of ∼150 nm (Figure S3). The
average bottom size of the as-grown pyramids is ∼150 nm, with
a preferred (100) crystal orientation. This is attributed to the
fastest growth rate along ⟨100⟩ direction that drives the
strongly preferred crystal orientation.20 High-resolution trans-
mission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images show that each
Prussian blue nanopyramid is crystalline (Figure S4). These
Prussian blue nanopyramid films exhibit excellent flexibility and
stable morphology for over 200 times of bending and releasing,
without observable deformation (Figure S5). After pyrolysis,
the color of the pyramids film changes from blue to dark red,
implying the formation of iron oxides (Figure S6). The
structural model (Figure 1d) and SEM images (Figure 1e)
exhibit a discontinuous mesoporous nanopyramid film, with
island-like aggregation and separation in a size of ∼5 × 5 μm.
Mesopores can be clearly observed on each of the nano-
pyramids (Figure 1f). HRTEM images and the corresponding
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern show that
each nanopyramid is constructed by poly crystalline iron oxide
frameworks with ∼15 nm mesopores (Figure S7). N2 sorption
isotherms show that the mesoporous iron oxide nanopyramid
arrays have a high surface area of ∼165 m2 g−1 and a large mean
pore size of ∼20 nm (Figure S8). X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of the nanopyramid array films
demonstrates one main peak around 533 eV and two others at
∼725 and 710 eV (Figure S9), corresponding to O1s, Fe 2p1/2,
and 2p3/2 in Fe2O3, respectively, confirming that all films are
mainly composed of Fe2O3 from pyrolysis.20,35

The mesoporous Fe2O3 nanopyramids can be further
converted into nanofingers by controlled interfacial pyrolysis,
during the guest molecules of doping sources can be readily
adsorbed and converted to tune the surface area36 and
porosity.37 As a proof of concept, Sn-doped ANFs (Sn-
ANFs) are grown on Ti substrates over a range of the guest
molecule (SnCl2) to host (mesoporous pyramids) ratios. The
typical doping ratio between Sn and Fe is 5% (atomic ratio).
The structural model (Figure 1g) and SEM images (Figure 1h,
(i) shows interconnected finger-like morphologies with a
diameter of 20 nm (Figure 2a) (the sizes vary with the growth

conditions). The corresponding SAED pattern (Figure 2b) and
HRTEM image (Figure 2c) reveal the single crystalline nature
of a Sn-ANF. In addition, the HRTEM image and
corresponding SAED pattern (Figure 2d and insets) of a
joint of two ANFs display single crystalline nature. The
elemental mappings of representative Sn-ANFs show uniform
distribution of the Fe and Sn signals over the entire ANFs

Figure 1. Branching artificial nanofingers derived from mesoporous
pyramids. (a−c) Structural model (a), top-view SEM image (b), and
enlarged SEM image (c) of the obtained Prussian blue pyramids.
Prussian blue pyramids were grown on a flexible titanium foil by a
structure-directing surfactant-free hydrolysis and assembly. (d−f)
Prussian blue pyramids as viewed perpendicularly to ⟨100⟩. Structural
model (d), top-view SEM image (e), and enlarged SEM image (f) of
the mesoporous iron oxide pyramids from an interfacial thermal
pyrolysis. (g−i) Structural model (g), top-view SEM image (h), and
enlarged SEM image (i) of the Sn-doped branching iron oxide artificial
nanofingers derived from mesoporous pyramids.

Figure 2. Structural analysis. (a−c) The TEM image (a), enlarged
TEM image (b), and corresponding SAED pattern (c) of one
nanofinger. (d) The enlarged TEM image and corresponding SAED
pattern (inset) of one joint of the artificial nanofinger. All the
microstructural analyses indicate the unique nature of the complete
crystallization of the artificial nanofingers.
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(Figure S10), suggesting successful Sn doping over the ANFs.
The EDX spectra (Figure S11), XRD patterns (Figure S12),
XPS spectra (Figure S13), and HRTEM images (Figure 2) all
clearly show that Sn is doped over the entire ANFs. The Sn-
doping concentration ranges from 0.1 ± 0.03 to 13.5 ± 2.5 mol
% at different adsorption condition via a quantitative analysis of
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)
following acid digestion (Figures S14 and S15, Table S1).
2.2. Optoelectronic Properties and Performance. The

Sn-doped Fe2O3 ANFs are then fabricated as photoanodes for
optoelectronic property studies (Figure 3a). For comparison,

the pristine mesoporous Fe2O3 nanopyramids and undoped
mesoporous Fe2O3 ANFs were also prepared as photoanodes
and measured under similar conditions (Experimental Section).
Under air mass 1.5 global (AM 1.5G) simulated solar light
illumination, the photocurrent density of the pristine
mesoporous Fe2O3 nanopyramids is measured to be ∼0.24
mA/cm2 at 0.23 V vs Ag/AgCl (Figure 3b, blue curve). A clear
increase of the photocurrent is observed from the pristine
ANFs, ∼0.61 mA/cm2 at 0.23 V vs Ag/AgCl (Figure 3b, green
curve), indicating the crystallinity effect on the photoactivity of
ANFs, in good accord with the result of undoped hematite
reported.20,38 Remarkably, the Sn-doped ANFs exhibit the
highest photocurrent density among these three photoanodes
(Figure 3b, red curve, Figure S16), which reaches ∼1.26 mA/
cm2 at 0.23 V vs Ag/AgCl and is ∼5.25-fold of the pristine
mesoporous Fe2O3 nanopyramids, which is the reported
highest enhancement of optoelectronic performance by
heteroatom-doping (Table S2). No significant enhancement
of photocurrent density is observed for the Sn-doped
nanopyramids as a control (Figure 3b, pink curve). The

incident photo-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) is
further measured at −0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl from 350 to 600 nm
for evaluating the external quantum efficiency of these
photoanodes (Figure 3c). The signal responses of all pristine
photoanodes are mainly located in the wavelength region of
350−570 nm and decrease to almost zero for wavelengths
above 580 nm.20 Compared to the pristine mesoporous Fe2O3
nanopyramids between 3 and 7% (Figure 3c, blue curve), the
IPCE value of the pristine ANFs (Figure 3c, green curve) is
increased to 4−12%, indicating a higher efficiency in the
conversion. The Sn-doped Fe2O3 ANFs (Figure 3c, red curve)
demonstrate the highest IPCE value of ∼10−25% in the region
of 300−500 nm. Moreover, the time-dependent photocurrent
measurement of the Sn-doped Fe2O3 ANFs displays a highly
stable photocurrent density of ∼1.26 mA/cm2 at 0.23 V vs Ag/
AgCl under continuous solar illumination for 20,000 s without
observable degradation (Figure 3d), as well as a clear
correlation with on/off cycles of simulated solar light (Figure
3e).

2.3. ANF-Based Optoelectronic Nanobiointerface. The
bioinspired nanofingers can substantially benefit for effective
light harvesting and charge transport, while at the same time
provide more active sites for surface chemical reactions. Thus,
incorporating nanostructures and extracellular redox biomole-
cules allows for excellent biocompatibility and more active
components.22,39 As a proof of concept, a Sn−ANF−hemin
heterointerface by engineering a mimic enzyme, hemin, is
carried out to evaluate the potential for signal capturing and
recognition of a biomolecule model, glutathione (GSH)
(Figure 4a). GSH serves many important cellular functions,
including intracellular signal transduction, xenobiotic metabo-
lism, and gene regulation.40 Real-time and long-termFigure 3. Optoelectronic performance. (a) Schematic energy diagram

of the branching artificial nanofinger-based photoelectrochemical
interface. (b) Line sweep voltammograms of the pristine pyramids,
Sn-doped pyramids, pristine ANFs, and Sn-doped ANFs. The dark
current of the Sn-doped ANFs is also plotted for comparison. (c)
IPCE curves of the pristine pyramids, the pristine ANFs, and the Sn-
doped ANFs. (d) Time-dependent photocurrent density of the Sn-
doped ANFs photoanode under a continuous simulated sunlight
illumination. (e) Time-dependent photocurrent density of the Sn-
doped ANFs photoanode at repeated on/off cycles of simulated
sunlight illumination.

Figure 4. Optoelectronic biomolecule recording. (a) Proposed
strategy of 3D signal capturing, recognition, and amplification based
on the ANF−hemin heterointerfaces. (b) Current versus time curves
of a Sn-ANF nanobiointerface for successive addition of GSH (10 nM)
to PBS solution (pH 7.4) at 0.2 V under 100 mW/cm2 simulated
sunlight illumination, showing the excellent selectivity toward GSH.
For comparison, the pristine Sn-ANFs do not show signals to the
addition of GSH. (c) Current versus time data of a Sn-ANF
nanobiointerface for extracts from solutions of Hela cells, HEK 293T
cells, and serum with 1:200 dilution in PBS. (d) Cellular assay and
GSH detection in Hela cell, HEK 293T cell, and serum extracts.
Conditions are presented for each column: pristine HeLa cell extracts,
mixture of HeLa cell extracts and NEM, pristine HEK 293T cell
extracts, mixture of HeLa cell extracts and NEM serum containing
GSH, and serum containing both GSH and NEM.
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monitoring of GSH in biological samples is commonly
considered as an extremely challenging task, as GSH is easily
destroyed in the presence of O2, especially at ultralow
concentration (nanomolar level) measurements.41 The strategy
to construct the Sn−ANF−hemin heterobiointerface for in situ
culture of living cells and signal capturing and recognition are
shown in Figure S17. The sensor amperogram of the hemin-
functionalized Fe2O3 ANFs is obtained by measuring the time-
dependent photocurrent changes upon successive injections of
GSH solution (10 nM), with a 0.2 V bias to minimize the
interference of other reductive species coexisting in the samples
(Figure 4b). The photogenerated electrons in hemin can
transfer to the conduction band of 3D hematite ANF. At the
same time, hemin can specifically recognize the presence of
trace GSH, which acts as the acceptors of photogenerated holes
in hemin, which are subsequently transferred to the Ti thin film
current collector, leading to a signal increase of the photo-
current (Figure S18).40−43 The hemin-functionalized Sn-doped
Fe2O3 ANFs respond quickly and reach equilibrium within 10 s
upon each injection of GSH, with the detection limit of GSH as
∼5 nM, which is the lowest among all the detection methods
reported previously (Table S3). In contrast, hemin-function-
alized pristine Fe2O3 ANFs show a weak signal toward the GSH
addition, while the Fe2O3 pyramids obtain a negligible response
(Figure 4b). The selectivity is demonstrated by measuring the
response for other metal ions, amino acids, and common
chemical/biological interferences, such as uric acid, ascorbic
acid, dopamine, histidine, lysine, glucose, glutamine, valine,
Zn2+, Cu2+, and Fe2+, showing a negligible or much smaller
signal response than GSH (Figure 4b, Figure S19a). In further
tests of the Sn−ANF−hemin heterobiointerface, over 90% of
the initial signal response is maintained for over 50 days,
suggesting excellent stability and reproducibility for the
biointerface sensing (Figure S19b). Furthermore, no significant
signal changes and lattice changes are found during the adding
of different cations (Na+, K+, Zn2+, Cu2+, Ca2+, Fe2+, and Mg2+)
into solution (Figure S20).
The performance of the Sn-doped Fe2O3 ANFs is further

investigated by measuring different living cells, including HeLa
cells (cancer cell line) and human embryonic kidney (HEK)
293T cells (normal cell line) (∼102 to 106 cells/mL). The Sn-
doped Fe2O3 ANFs show a sensitive amperometric response
after the injection of cell extracts, with a detection limit of
∼6000 and ∼4000 cells/mL for HeLa cells and HEK 293T
cells, respectively (Figure 4c). Finally, the delivery of GSH in
mouse serum (with 1:200 dilution in PBS) to the hemin-
functionalized Sn-doped Fe2O3 ANFs leads to photocurrent
signals at each injection, with the lowest detectable
concentration of ∼15 nM (Figure 4c), suggesting the potential
of direct recording of GSH from complex body fluids. The
introduction of N-ethylmaleimide (NEM), a well-known thiol-
blocking agent that can selectively decompose GSH,42,43 into
both the cell extracts and the GSH-containing serum, reduces
the signal change to the background level (Figure 4d). This
indicates that the signal increase at the nanobiointerface is
attributed to the GSH produced inside these cells.
2.4. Doping and Morphology of Fe2O3 ANFs. The Sn-

doping approach into the Fe2O3 ANFs can be broadly applied
to a variety of metal dopants via the aforementioned host−
guest chemistry. Metal dopants, including Bi, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni,
Cu, Zn, and W under similar reaction conditions, have been
demonstrated for controlled doping into the Fe2O3 ANFs,
confirmed by EDX spectra (Figures S21a−S28a), XRD patterns

(Figures S21b−S28b), XPS spectra (Figures S21c−S28c), and
SEM images (Figure S29). This dopant incorporation allows
for homogeneous dopant distribution and almost identical
morphology and crystallinity compared to the undoped ANFs,
with higher charge carrier mobility and visible-light absorbance.
To further investigate the formation mechanism of the Fe2O3

ANFs, control experiments using monodispersed Prussian blue
nanocubes as precursors were conducted. The transformations
of mesoscopic structure from Prussian blue nanocubes, to
porous Fe2O3 nanocubes, and finally to porous rod-assembled
nanocubes are observed. The Prussian blue nanocubes (Figure
S30a,b) are found to convert into mesoporous nanocubes with
partially interconnected pores at 450 °C (Figure S30c,d), and
finally become rod-assembled nanocubes with a further increase
of annealing temperature to 550 °C (Figure S30e,f). No
branching artificial nanofingers are found during the whole
process. In contrast, under the same annealing condition, the
formation of the mesoporous pyramids to nanofingers is
realized. By increasing temperature from room temperature to
450 and then 550 °C, the original Prussian blue nanopyramids
are converted into mesoporous Fe2O3 nanopyramids and then
into Fe2O3 ANFs. This morphology conversion process can be
visualized by heating up the samples through consecutive steps,
which shows an interface-migration process. With an increase
of annealing temperature from 350 to 390 °C, a Sn-dopant
precursor loaded mesoporous nanopyramid array with relative
smaller mesopores (∼15 nm) (Figure S31a) is grown into
relative large mesopores (∼25 nm) (Figure S31b). A further
increase of annealing temperature from 390 to 430 °C, results
in the formation of partially nanochanneled structures from
interconnected pores on the nanopyramid arrays by mesopore
migration (Figure S31c). Another increase of annealing
temperature from 430 to 470 °C results in the formation of
“sprouts” of artificial nanofingers from the nanopyramid arrays
(Figure S31d). Subsequently, most mesoporous pyramids grow
into artificial nanofingers when the annealing temperature
increases from 470 to 510 °C (Figure S31e). Finally, as the
annealing temperature rises from 510 to 550 °C, an
interconnected artificial nanofinger array is formed (Figure
S31f). Ex situ HRTEM images (Figures S32 and S33) of the
artificial nanofingers at different stages indicate the clear
structure evolution from mesoporous nanopyramids to nano-
fingers during the interfacial atomic rearrangement.

2.5. Discussion. Based on the observations above, a
thermally induced mesoporous interfacial atomic rearrange-
ment (MIAR) model is proposed for the growth mechanism of
ANFs (Figure 5). Different stages of MIAR-growth models with
corresponding SEM images (Figure 5a), from small porous
pyramids (Stage I), large porous pyramids (Stage II), and pore
migration rods (Stage III) to artificial nanofingers (Stage IV)
are used to describe the intermediate structures. The detailed
analyses of the high-resolution SEM images show that the
observed nanofingers are formed from pore migrations in the
small domain sizes.
From the microscopic view toward the branching,

reorientation and twisting of ANFs, large crystals are formed
by the assembly and migration of the polycrystalline small iron
oxide domains. As shown in Figure 5b,c, pore migration is
observed after thermal treatment from small porous pyramids
(Stage I) to large porous pyramids (Stage II), during which
small iron oxide domains move and coalesce. Further pore
migration is observed from large porous pyramids (Stage II) to
nanorods (Stage III), in which the nanorods are formed along
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the edges of pyramids and eventually lead to the disappearance
of mesoporous frameworks. Further migration and agglomer-
ation of large iron oxide domains on the matrix are clearly
observed in SEM images of the artificial nanofingers in stage IV.
The intrinsic surface stresses on mesoporous frameworks

result in independent growth of each branched finger.44,45 The
observed nanofingers arise from pore migrations with crystal
lattice rearrangement in the small domain sizes, which is
considered to be the most important extrinsic factor for the
formation of branching nanofinger arrays. The diffraction data
of the artificial nanofingers demonstrate high crystallinity as
expected, given that nanofingers are well recognized to form
uniform, oriented crystals porous interfacial confinement. The
asymmetric nanopyramid-directed anisotropic twisting and
extending processes are essential for the formation of the
branched nanofingers.46−48 Anisotropic twisting of the
mesopore-converted nanorods into branching nanofingers
proceeds with self-organization, which tends to form the
most stable morphology to release the internal local strain. The
atoms on porous frameworks migrate due to the tensile stress,
which leads for stress relaxation, which is consistent with the
control experiment of Prussian blue nanocubes without
substrate confinement. Thus, the branched nanofingers are

formed by the combination of mechanical stresses and high
diffusion mobility on the mesoporous frameworks.
For the heteroatom-doping approach, the proposed process

includes the absorption of guest-doping molecules (Figure
S34a) and the subsequent solid−solid interface atom migration
(Figure S34b) of mesoporous host-interfaces. During this
process, the mesoporous nanopyramids first absorb various
guest-doping molecules into the mesopore channels and then
convert into heteroatom-doped artificial nanofingers by thermal
annealing. To illustrate the effect of Sn-doping on ANFs, the
density functional theory (DFT) simulation was carried
out.49−51 The Sn-doped ANFs consists of a relaxed 30-atom
hematite unitcell, in which a Sn atom is substituted for a Fe
atom (Figure S35a). To investigate the Sn-doping-induced
changes in the electronic structure of hematite ANFs, the
projected density of states and the total density of states for
hematite ANFs of a Sn-doped 30-atom Fe2O3 supercell (Figure
S35b,c) are plotted. The optimized lattice parameters of pure
hematite ANFs are calculated to be a = 5.10 Å and c = 13.75 Å,
agreeing closely with previous experimental results (a = 5.04 Å
and c = 13.83 Å).50 For the undoped hematite, the conduction
band edge and valence band edge are mostly composed of Fe
3d and O 2p states, respectively. For the Sn-doped system,
there is little shift of the position in the conduction and valence
band edges, resulting in almost no band gap narrowing, in good
agreement with our IPCE results. Sn adopts a D4+ oxidation
state and creates a charge carrier, resulting in the increase of the
charge carrier density. The electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy analysis shows that the Nyquist plots of the Sn-doped
ANFs have a smaller semicircle diameter than that of the
undoped ANFs (Figure S36), suggesting the effectiveness of
Sn-doping for improving the charge-transfer properties of
hematite.52 Therefore, both the increases of the charge carrier
density and the charge-transfer efficiency lead to the enhanced
optoelectronic activity of doped ANFs.
The MIAR method has several advantages. First, it is a

unique, versatile doping method that combines the sol−gel
process and thermal annealing. The mesoporous frameworks
and the solid−solid interface-based thermal annealing enable
fast heating and facile assembly for rapid dopant diffusion
during the atom migration. Second, this facile MIAR approach
allows for simultaneous growth, crystallization, and doping of
ANFs, with similar finger-like morphology, orientation, and
crystallinity. In addition, the MIAR growth approach can serve
as a universal method for doping of various metal ions. Finally,
the MIAR growth doping process facilitates the incorporation
and optimization of multiple dopants, providing the flexibility
of utilizing other dopants as well.

3. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have developed a robust MIAR approach to
grow vertical artificial nanofingers, with facile and versatile
metal ion doping. The optoelectronic properties of vertical
artificial nanofingers can be tailored by different heteroatom
dopings enabled by the MIAR method. The Sn-doped ANFs
exhibit a high photocurrent density of ∼1.26 mA/cm2 at 0.23 V
vs Ag/AgCl, which is ∼5.25-fold of the pristine mesoporous
Fe2O3 nanopyramids and 2.07-fold of the undoped Fe2O3
ANFs, respectively. Furthermore, with surface chemical
functionalization, the Sn-doped Fe2O3 ANFs allow unprece-
dented nanomolar level capturing and recognition of
biomolecules (∼5 nm for GSH). The advantage and versatility
offered by this approach should have an important impact in

Figure 5. The proposed growth model. (a) Different stages of growth
model and corresponding SEM images from small pore pyramids,
large pore pyramids, pore migration rods to artificial nanofingers
during the atomic interfacial rearrangement process on mesoporous
frameworks. (b, c) The proposed thermally induced interfacial atomic
rearrangement process, in which the thermal drives branching,
reorientation, and twisting from small pore and large pore of
mesoporous pyramids to branching artificial nanofingers.
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the synthesis of heteroatom-doped vertical nanostructures with
optimized morphology and doping, to fabricate other branched
nanoarrays from a variety of mesostructures.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
4.1. Synthesis of Mesoporous Fe2O3 Pyramid Arrays. The

Fe2O3 pyramids were prepared by the interfacial growth method
reported previously in our group.20 The single-crystalline Prussian blue
nanocubes were interfacially grown on a flexible Ti foil, followed by
the in situ thermal conversion of Prussian blue into Fe2O3 pyramids
array. In a typical procedure, 136 mg of K3[Fe(CN)6]·3H2O was first
added to 80 mL of hydrochloric acid (0.005 M) under stirring for 30
min. Then, a piece of 2.5 cm × 6.0 cm Ti foil was slowly immersed
into the above mixture. After that, the container was placed into an
oven and heated at 85 °C for 24 h. The obtained Prussian blue
pyramids were taken out from the container, washed with DI water,
and finally dried in a vacuum oven at 55 °C for 12 h. To obtain the
mesoporous Fe2O3 pyramids with various mesopores structures, the
as-made Prussian blue pyramids were heated to 350 °C with a
temperate ramp of 1 °C min−1 for 3 h.
4.2. Synthesis of Heteroatom-Doped Fe2O3 ANFs. Heter-

oatom-doped Fe2O3 ANFs were grown on Ti substrates over a broad
range of synthesis conditions in terms of different guest molecules,
including SnCl2, Co(NO3)2·6H2O, Ni(NO3)2·6H2O, Cu(NO3)2·
3H2O, Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, Bi(NO3)2·5H2O, Na2WO4·2H2O, Cd-
(NO3)2·4H2O, and MnCl2·4H2O, to host mesoporous pyramids
ratio. Typically, the heteroatom-dopant precursor solution was
prepared separately. Then, a piece of 2.5 × 6.0 cm was slowly dipped
into the heteroatom-dopant precursor solution (0.005 M, 150 mL) for
24 h and then dried by air blowing. Finally, the heteroatom-doped
ANFs were obtained by annealing of heteroatom-dopant precursor-
coated nanopyramids in air at 550 °C for 4 h with a heating rate of 1
°C min−1. The surface concentrations of heteroatom-dopants were
estimated via a quantitative analysis of ICP-MS.
4.3. Optoelectronic Measurements. The photoelectrochemical

measurements were carried out using a transparent three-electrode
electrochemical cell, consisting of a modified working electrode, a
counter electrode of platinum wire, and a KCl-saturated Ag/AgCl
electrode at ambient temperature (∼25 °C) under simulated sunlight
with a 150 W xenon lamp coupled with an AM 1.5G filter (Newport
94022A).38,42 The Fe2O3 ANFs samples were used as the working
electrode with an area about 1 × 2 cm. A phosphate buffer (pH of 7.4)
was used as the aqueous background electrolytes for the PEC
measurements. Argon bubbling was used to remove oxygen in advance
from the solutions in the electrochemical cell. Linear sweeps and
amperometry (i−t) scans were measured by a CHI660D electro-
chemical workstation. The IPCE was collected by a Newport
electrochemical station with a solar simulator (Newport 66902, 1000
W xenon lamp), coupled with a filter (Newport 74010), and aligned
monochromator (Newport 74125).
4.4. DFT Simulation. DFT calculations were carried out for

structural relaxation and electronic structure. The ion−electron
interaction was treated by the projector augmented-wave technique,49

as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package.50 The
exchange−correlation potential was treated using the Perdew−Burke−
Ernzerhof functional.51 The on-site correlation corrections were
included using the Hubbard model (DFT + U approach),53 and the
value of the correlation energy (U) was fixed at 5.0 eV for Fe and 4.0
eV for Sn. The k-mesh was generated by the Monkhorst−Pack
scheme, where the density of k-points was determined by lattice
constant. The antiferromagnetic ground-state ordering was taken,
corresponding to a state along [0001] in the hexagonal representation
with opposite magnetic moments placed on short distance pairs of Fe
atoms and equal magnetic moments on larger distance.54
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